INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Sophisticated transcriptional regulation plays critical roles in the temporal and spatial expression of genes to achieve tissue specificity. Gene expression is mainly governed by transcriptional factors (TFs) in a sequence-specific manner ([@B1],[@B2]). With the development of high-throughput sequencing technologies, particularly chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-Seq), it has become possible to determine TF binding sites (TFBSs) on a genome-wide scale ([@B3]). ChIP-Seq has provided a powerful way to reliably identify TFBSs, and it has been broadly used in current studies, thus accumulating large-scale datasets in different contexts ([@B7]). TFs, as 'master regulators', control many processes that determine the fate of cells ([@B11],[@B12]) and specific pathways, such as immune response ([@B13]). Perturbation in TFs or TFBSs is likely to induce many diseases, including cancer ([@B14]). Although transcriptional dysregulation is closely associated with cancer, the underlying molecular mechanisms remain to be discovered.

Accumulating evidence has demonstrated that regulation of a TF to its target genes was modulated by various epigenetic mechanisms ([@B18]), such as DNA methylation. Methylation of DNA at cytosine within *cis*-regulatory elements can block or promote the recruitment of TFs. Increasing studies have reported that numerous TFs have DNA methylation-dependent regulatory activity, whereas some other TFs are not affected by methylation status ([@B20],[@B21],[@B23],[@B24]). MeDReaders is the first resource for collecting information on the interactions between methylated DNA and TFs ([@B24]). Yin *et al.* analyzed 542 human TFs and found that there are numbers of TFs that prefer methylated sequences ([@B20]). Moreover, Hu *et al.* surveyed the human TF family and found that methylated CpG site (mCpG)-dependent binding activities of TFs were a widespread phenomenon ([@B21]). Zuo *et al.* described Methyl-Spec-seq to quantitatively assess the effects of methylation on TF binding affinity ([@B25]), which facilitate the study of the consequence for gene regulation of DNA methylation. However, the experimental method is time and cost consuming for use on a genome-wide scale. Considering the variety of DNA methylation and transcription regulation across tissues or cell types, it is necessary to identify DNA methylation-mediated transcriptional dysregulation (DMTD) across different contexts.

In addition, it is well known that aberration of DNA methylation contributes to carcinogenesis ([@B26]), and it frequently occurs in the promoter region of genes ([@B27]). Several studies have demonstrated that aberrant methylation in the promoter region could be used as a potential biomarker for cancer detection, diagnosis and prognosis ([@B28]). Moreover, aberration of DNA methylation perturbs the regulation of many TFs and consequently affects the downstream genes in cancer ([@B31]). DNA methylome has been incorporated in the transcriptional regulation circuitry and gene expression perturbation in cancer ([@B32]). However, DMTD has not been systematically explored across different cancer types. Comprehensive analysis of TF regulation dependency on target genes among cancer types will facilitate revealing the common and cancer-specific regulatory mechanisms. Furthermore, TFs have been found to regulate gene expression in a combinatorial manner across cell types. Besides cooperative binding (aiding each other in binding DNA) ([@B33]), TF cooperation is closely related to the chromatin state, such as DNA methylation. Domcke *et al.* have proposed a TF indirect collaboration model, in which TFs with demethylation function removed methylation of the local DNA sequence followed by binding of other TFs ([@B34]). This model required TFs with demethylation function, which have been scarcely reported in other biological environments ([@B35]). However, DNA methylation-mediated TF cooperativity in cancer has not been systematically investigated.

Fortunately, The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project covers large cancer patient cohorts and provides multi-dimensional omics data, including DNA methylation and expression profiles of both TF and target genes. It provides us an unprecedented opportunity to identify DMTD across cancer types in a systematic way. Thus, we systematically identified and analyzed DMTD (defined as transcriptional dysregulation in which the regulatory activity of the TF showed a significant difference between the high-methylation and low-methylation groups of the target gene) across 22 human cancer types. We first proposed a computational framework that integrated sample-paired expression and DNA methylation profiles, as well as the genome-wide transcriptional regulatory network. Comparison analysis among cancer types revealed pan-cancer methylation-sensitive TFs (MethTFs), which showed dominant characteristics, including presence in more cancer types, complex regulation, large proportion of known cancer genes and frequent differential expression. Analysis of the DNA methylation-mediated pattern in MethTFs revealed the complex impact of DNA methylation on the MethTF's regulatory activity. Finally, we explored MethTF cooperativity mediated by DNA methylation, as well as their cooperative modes, thus revealing a survival-related network module. In summary, our genome-wide analysis revealed a comprehensive perturbation of DNA methylation in transcriptional regulation and provided novel insights into the impact of epigenetic signal on genetic regulation across cancer types.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Sample-paired expression and DNA methylation profiles across 22 human cancer types {#SEC2-1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Genome-wide mRNA expression profiles across 22 human cancer types were downloaded from TCGA project. In total, expression levels of 19 810 mRNAs were quantified as fragments per kilobase per million reads mapped (FPKM). First, we removed the mRNAs whose FPKM was 0 (not detected) in \>30% of the samples. Next, the expression value was log~2~(FPKM + 0.05) transformed. We also downloaded the genome-wide mRNA expression profiles (19 810 mRNAs) of normal samples across 14 cancer types available in TCGA. These expression values were also log~2~(FPKM + 0.05) transformed.

Genome-wide DNA methylation profiles of 21 human cancer types, except for ovarian cancer (OV), generated by the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 BeadChip array were downloaded from TCGA. Genome-wide DNA methylation profile of OV was generated by the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation27 BeadChip array. The methylation level of each probe was measured by the β-value, which ranges from 0 to 1 (representing unmethylated to fully methylated, respectively). Similarly, we removed the probes whose β-values were missing in \>30% of the samples. The remaining probes with missing β-values were imputed by using the k-nearest neighbors (KNN) method. We next mapped the probes to the promoter regions of genes, which were defined as ±2 kb regions around the transcription start sites (TSS). Next, the DNA methylation level of a gene was defined as the average β-values of probes that mapped to its promoter region. Only cancer types with \>150 samples were kept in our analysis. Finally, sample-paired mRNA expression and DNA methylation profiles were analyzed which involved 18 549 genes and 8119 samples across 22 human cancer types.

All 22 human cancer types were further classified into nine classes, including lung (lung adenocarcinoma, LUAD; lung squamous cell carcinoma, LUSC), digestive system (colon adenocarcinoma, COAD; esophageal carcinoma, ESCA; liver hepatocellular carcinoma, LIHC; pancreatic adenocarcinoma, PAAD; stomach adenocarcinoma, STAD), endocrine system (pheochromocytoma and paraganglioma, PCPG; thyroid carcinoma, THCA), skin (skin cutaneous melanoma, SKCM), brain (brain lower grade glioma, LGG), reproductive system (breast invasive carcinoma, BRCA; cervical squamous cell carcinoma and endocervical adenocarcinoma, CESC; ovarian serous cystadenocarcinoma, OV; prostate adenocarcinoma, PRAD; testicular germ cell tumors, TGCT; uterine corpus endometrial carcinoma, UCEC), urinary system (bladder urothelial carcinoma, BLCA; kidney renal clear cell carcinoma, KIRC; kidney renal papillary cell carcinoma, KIRP), head and neck (head and neck squamous carcinoma, HNSC) and soft tissue (sarcoma, SARC).

Identification of DMTD in cancer {#SEC2-2}
--------------------------------

We proposed a computational framework to identify cancer-context transcriptional dysregulation mediated by DNA methylation. Our hypothesis was that DNA methylation of the target gene could change the regulatory activity of TF on it. This pipeline mainly consisted of the following five steps: construction of genome-wide transcriptional regulation (I), identification of cancer-context transcriptional regulation based on TF--gene correlation in expression (II--III) and identification of cancer-context DMTDs (IV--V).

First, we directly downloaded ChIP-Seq peak regions close to the TSS (30 kb upstream to 10 kb downstream of the TSS) of 468 TFs from ChIPBase v2.0 ([@B10]). These peaks were intersected with the promoter regions of genes (±2 kb regions around the TSS). The genes whose promoter regions overlapped with the TF binding peaks were identified as candidate targets.

Second, expression correlation was widely used to evaluate the potential regulation between regulators and genes ([@B38],[@B39]). In this univariate regression model, changes in mRNA *i* expression, *y~i~*, was used as a linear function of TF *μ* expression, *x~μ~*, among *n* cancer samples in a given cancer type:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$$\begin{equation*}{\rm{\ }}{{\rm{y}}_{{i}}} = {{\rm{\beta }}_{\rm{0}}} + {{\rm{\beta }}_{\rm{\mu }}}{{\rm{x}}_{{{\mu ,i}}}} + {{\rm{\varepsilon }}_{{i}}}{\rm{,}}\,{{i}} = {{1, \ldots ,n}}{\rm{.}}\end{equation*}$$\end{document}$$where *β~0~* was the intercept, and *β~μ~* was the regression coefficient for the TF expression variable. We estimated the TF coefficient by using the ordinary least squares method to test whether the expression level of a gene was associated with changes in the expression level of a TF. TF--gene regulation with Benjamini and Hochberg (BH) adjusted *P*-value \<0.01 was identified as TF--gene regulation. As TFs can activate or repress the expression of target genes, both positively or negatively correlated TF--gene pairs were analyzed.

Third, we identified DMTDs from the cancer-context TF--gene regulation in each cancer type based on the changes in the TF's regulatory activity mediated by DNA methylation. TFs and target genes were filtered based on their expression variation across samples. Individual TFs and target genes with high variation (log~2~ IQR \> 0.58) across samples were first selected. For each TF--gene regulation, the cancer samples were ranked based on the methylation level of the target gene. Here, we defined the methylation level of the gene as the average beta values of the CpG sites located in the promoter region ([@B40],[@B41]). The top and bottom 25% of the samples were defined as the high-methylation group (H-group) and the low-methylation group (L-group), respectively. Next, we calculated the difference in the average methylation level of target genes between the H-group and the L-group. We only analyzed the top 25% TF--gene regulation in terms of the difference in the average methylation level of target genes between the H-group and the L-group. In addition, the TF--gene regulation fulfilled the following two criteria: (i) the TF was not differentially expressed between the H-group and the L-group; (ii) the target gene was differentially expressed between the H-group and the L-group. Next, we tested each TF--gene regulation to determine whether it was affected by DNA methylation. We used the Spearman correlation coefficient (SCC) between the expression of TF and gene to represent the regulatory activity of the TF in the H-group (*R*~high~) and the L-group (*R*~low~), separately. This was performed by the cor.test function in R. To ensure that TF regulated the gene in at least one condition, we required that an absolute value of either *R*~high~ or *R*~low~ was \>0.3. We selected TF--gene regulation with the absolute value of difference between *R*~high~ and *R*~low~ \>0.3 for further analysis. Next, Fisher\'s exact test was used to evaluate the difference between the two SCCs as describe in a previous study ([@B42]). Briefly, we transformed these SCCs between TFs and genes as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Then, the rewiring score (*rewire~TF--gene~*) was calculated, which ranges from 0 to 1. A larger value indicates a more perturbed effect between TF and gene.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$$\begin{equation*}{\rm{rewir}}{{\rm{e}}_{{\rm{TF}} - {\rm{gene}}}} = P\left( {|X| \leq \left|\frac{{F\left( {{R_{{\rm{high}}}}} \right) - F\left( {{R_{{\rm{low}}}}} \right)}}{{\sqrt {\frac{{1.06}}{{{n_{{\rm{high}}}} - 3}} + \frac{{1.06}}{{{n_{{\rm{low}}}} - 3}}} }}\right|} \right),X\sim N({0,1}),\end{equation*}$$\end{document}$$where *n*~high~ and *n*~low~ were the number of samples in the H-group and the L-group, separately. Finally, we randomly shuffled the samples' labels and recalculated the rewiring score 1000 times. We defined the *P*-value as the fraction of the rewiring score under random conditions that was greater than the real ones. TF--gene regulation with BH adjusted *P*-value \<0.05 was regarded as DMTDs.

Definition of the pattern for DMTDs {#SEC2-3}
-----------------------------------

We defined the pattern of DMTDs based on the changes in the MethTF's regulatory activity between the low-methylation group and the high-methylation group. There were three major types and they were further classified into six subtypes. The detailed definition and their interpretations are shown in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The pattern of MethTF was defined on the basis of the frequency of patterns that involved DMTDs as regulators. It was defined as the dominant pattern whose frequency was not \<1/3 for three major pattern types and 1/6 for six pattern subtypes. Similarly, we also defined the pattern mediated by DNA methylation for a MethTF in a pan-cancer background. Notably, a MethTF can be affected by DNA methylation in multiple patterns.

Identification of MethTFs with demethylation function {#SEC2-4}
-----------------------------------------------------

To identify MethTFs with demethylation function in a cancer type, we calculated the SCC between the expression level of a MethTF and the average methylation level of its candidate target genes. If they were negatively correlated with each other (*P* \< 0.05), the MethTF might induce demethylation of target genes. The SCC and *P*-value were calculated by the cor.test function in *R*.

Identification of cooperative MethTFs mediated by DNA methylation {#SEC2-5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We defined two MethTFs as a cooperative pair in a cancer type, only if they significantly shared target genes and were enriched in at least one common biological process in Gene Ontology (GO). The hypergeometric test was used for this procedure. For each candidate MethTF cooperative pair, cooperative mode was defined based on the patterns of two corresponding MethTFs. If two MethTFs have common pattern(s), the two MethTFs cooperate in the shared pattern(s), and if two MethTFs have no common pattern, the two MethTFs might cooperate via demethylation, in which one has an enhanced pattern and can induce target genes demethylation, while the other MethTF has an attenuated pattern. The remaining MethTF cooperative pairs not belonging to any of the above conditions were defined as having an unknown cooperative mode. Notably, two MethTFs can also cooperate in multiple modes, which was named as multiple mode.

Identification of differentially expressed TFs in cancer {#SEC2-6}
--------------------------------------------------------

We used two methods to identify differentially expressed TFs based on the genome-wide mRNA expression profiles across 14 cancer types available in TCGA. For TFs with wide-range expression (the proportion of zero value \< 30% of samples), we used the *t*-test followed by BH-corrected. TFs with fold change \>2 and false discovery rate (FDR) \<0.01 were regarded as differentially expressed. Otherwise, Fisher\'s exact test was used. First, we transformed the expression of a TF into a binary state: ON (expressed), OFF (not detected). The frequency of the two states was calculated in both cancer and normal samples. TFs with the ON/OFF state twice more frequent in cancer samples than in normal samples and FDR \<0.01 were also regarded as differentially expressed.

Functional enrichment analysis {#SEC2-7}
------------------------------

The hypergeometric test was used to perform functional enrichment analysis for testing whether a gene set of interest were overrepresented in a GO term gene set. We particularly focused on cancer hallmarks-related GO terms, which were commonly used in previous studies ([@B39],[@B43]). The human genes annotated to GO terms were downloaded from National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) file 'gene2go'. It was a requirement that there were at least three target genes enriched in the specific GO terms. GO terms with *P*-values \<0.05 were considered significant.

Prognostic potential assessment of the MethTF cooperativity module {#SEC2-8}
------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore the prognostic power of a MethTF cooperative module, univariate Cox regression analysis was first used to evaluate the association between survival time and the expression level of each MethTF in the module. The MethTFs with a *P*-value \<0.05 were regarded as survival-related MethTFs. For each patient, we integrated the Cox regression coefficient and the expression of the survival-related MethTF in the MethTF cooperativity module to calculate a risk score as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${e_{ki}}$\end{document}$ was the expression level of MethTF *k* in patient *i*. Patients were randomly divided into the training and testing patient sets without age and sex differences ([@B47]). We used the training patient sets to train the parameters of the model, which were directly applied to both the training and testing sets. Patients were dichotomized into the low-risk group and the high-risk group. Log rank test was used to evaluate the survival difference between the two groups.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Transcriptional regulation is prevalently affected by DNA methylation across cancers {#SEC3-1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We proposed a computational framework to systematically identify transcriptional regulation mediated by DNA methylation across 22 human cancer types. This framework mainly consisted of five steps (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). First, we obtained 1 999 696 TF--gene regulations among 468 TFs (443 TFs belonged to 42 TF families) and 19 854 target genes from high-throughput ChIP-Seq datasets (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Although an increasing number of ChIP-Seq data are available for cell lines, it is still limited for a specific cancer type. We found that only three cancer types (BRCA, LUAD and PRAD) had more number of ChIP-Seq datasets ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To obtain genome-wide transcriptional regulation for more TFs, we collected all available ChIP-Seq data in our analysis. Previous studies have established that transcriptional regulation is context dependent ([@B38]), and therefore, we used a linear regression model to identify cancer-context TF--gene regulation (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, we identified the TF--gene regulation only based on the ChIP-Seq data in corresponding cancer. We found that \>75% regulation in three cancer types can be recalled ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that our analyses are reliable for identifying the TF--gene regulatory network in cancer. Next, we used an estimator to assess the statistical significance of changes in the TF's regulatory activity between the low-methylation and high-methylation groups. In total, we identified 318−7350 DMTDs across 22 human cancer types (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the prevalence of DNA methylation has an impact on transcriptional regulation. These cancer-context DMTDs formed a complex transcriptional perturbation network in each cancer type ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![A systematically integrative framework for identifying DMTDs in cancer. (**A**) Schematic overview for identifying DMTDs in cancer. First, we integrated the expression profiles and TF--gene regulation for identifying cancer-context TF--gene regulation (steps I-III). Next, for each TF--gene regulation, two groups of patients were selected based on variation in the methylation level of the target gene. The regulatory activity of TF was determined to be altered or not in these two sample groups (step IV). DMTDs in each cancer were integrated into the regulatory network (step V). (**B**) The number of samples with paired expression and DNA methylation profiles across 22 human cancer types and the number of TF--gene regulation from ChIP-Seq datasets. Different cancer types correspond to different colors. All cancer types were sorted by their tissue of origin. (**C**) The number of DMTDs, MethTFs and genes in each cancer type.](gkaa041fig1){#F1}

However, compared with the large number of cancer-context transcriptional regulation in each cancer type ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, top panel), we observed that only a very small number of transcriptional regulations were perturbed by DNA methylation across 22 human cancer types ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, bottom panel). These observations suggested that the backbone of the transcriptional regulation network was stable. Particularly, LGG and TGCT together occupied ∼50% cancer-specific transcriptional regulation and 15.88% cancer-specific DMTDs ([Supplementary Figure S3A and B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, right panel). These results might be explained by the higher tissue specificity of corresponding tissues (brain and testis), which were observed in previous studies ([@B48]). Although a TF can regulate different targets, dozens in some cases while hundreds in other cases, but depends on the cancer type involved. There were a significantly different number of DMTDs across cancer types ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Identification of perturbations of the DNA methylation-mediated transcriptional regulation will provide novel insights in cancer. Thus, we have set up a web-based interface named DMTDB (<http://bio-bigdata.hrbmu.edu.cn/DMTDB>) for users to search and download the detailed information of DMTDs or MethTFs of interest across cancer types.

To evaluate the dynamic changes in transcriptional regulation across cancer types, we ranked all of the cancer types based on the proportion of cancer-context TF--gene regulation or DMTDs, separately. We observed that the ranks by DMTDs of several cancer types increased significantly, while those of other cancer types decreased significantly after being compared by the cancer-context TF--gene regulation (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). For example, the rank of STAD increased, which was consistent with the DNA methylation fluctuation range of STAD. On the contrary, THCA exhibited an opposite trend. These observations suggested that the DNA methylation level exhibited a determined impact on the transcriptional regulation to a certain extent in cancer. In addition, we calculated the number of cancers in which transcriptional regulation and DMTDs were observed. We found that only 0.28% (189/66 772) of all of the DMTDs occurred in \>4 cancer types and 86.75% (57 925/66 772) of DMTDs occurred in just one cancer type ([Supplementary Figure S3B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results revealed the specificity of DMTDs across cancer types. The DMTDs occurring in more than five cancer types formed a dense TF--gene regulatory network ([Supplementary Figure S3C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the proportion of MethTFs was relatively high, and it was 8.15% in one cancer type and 24.7% in \>19 cancer types ([Supplementary Figure S3D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When considering the MethTF families, the proportion was much higher ([Supplementary Figure S3E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also found that TF families were found in different number of cancer types. For example, TF members in the C2H2 ZF family were affected by DNA methylation in more cancer types compared with those in the Homeodomain family ([Supplementary Figure S3F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which was consistent with their expression patterns and biological functions ([@B49]).

![Validation of DMTDs across cancer types. (**A**) Rank of 21 cancer types (except for OV) based on the proportion of cancer-context TF--gene regulation, proportion of DMTDs and DNA methylation level fluctuation range (defined as IQR of genes' methylation), respectively. (**B**) Validating DMTDs based on the methylated motif derived from the methylated binding regions of MethTFs. (**C**) Two methylated motifs of MethTF SNAI2. (**D**) The methylation sites and SNAI2 binding peaks are shown in the genome browser. (**E**) The scatter plots showing the expression correlation between SNAI2 and DNASE1L2 (right panel) or RSPO3 (left panel) in BRCA. The box plots showing the distribution of expression across cancer patients. The red and green lines were fitted based on the patients with high (red) and low (green) methylation levels of target genes. (**F**) Venn plot showing the overlap of MethTFs identified in the present study with previously identified MethTFs. The number of overlapped TFs among three TF sets: TFs in the current analysis, predicted MethTFs, and previously identified MethTFs (left panel). Number of newly identified MethTFs and validated MethTFs across 22 human cancer types (right panel).](gkaa041fig2){#F2}

DMTDs are enriched in methylated motifs {#SEC3-2}
---------------------------------------

Evidence has proved that a TF has different binding regions when the sequence is methylated or not ([@B21]). To validate the transcriptional regulation mediated by DNA methylation, we assessed whether DMTDs were enriched in the known methylated motifs ([@B24]). Methylated motifs of 229 MethTFs were obtained, which included 30 303 DMTDs (methylated DMTDs) across 22 cancer types. As a result, we found that ∼95% of DMTDs had at least one methylated motif (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, approximately two-thirds of methylated DMTDs showed an overlap between the methylated motif and the binding peaks of corresponding MethTFs at the promoter regions of target genes ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, SNAI2 had two methylated motifs and one or both of them were presented at all the target gene promoters (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In BRCA, the methylated motifs were overlapped with the binding peaks for two DMTDs of SNAI2 (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), accompanied by a changeable regulatory activity between the low-methylation and high-methylation groups (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We next assessed our results based on the previously identified MethTFs ([@B24]). The majority of overlapped MethTFs (87.68%) were validated on a pan-cancer background. Moreover, the regulatory activity of 175 TFs was newly found to be affected by DNA methylation (Figure [2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Pan-cancer MethTFs play central roles in cancer {#SEC3-3}
-----------------------------------------------

Systematic identification of genome-wide DMTDs enabled us to explore the roles of TF across different cancer types. First, we explored the contribution of TFs by calculating the number of cancer types that each TF was observed. MethTF was defined as a TF whose regulatory activity was affected by DNA methylation of one or more target genes. We found that the distribution showed a bimodal distribution (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting both cancer specificity and high cancer conservation of TFs. The regulatory activity of 89.1% (417/468) of TFs was influenced by DNA methylation in cancer, and only 10.9% (51/468) of TFs were not affected in any cancer type (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, we observed that a substantial number of TFs (29.06%, 136/468) were influenced by DNA methylation across multiple cancer types (\>17 cancer types) and a small proportion of TFs (7.26%, 34/468) was observed in only one cancer type (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The distribution was robust when we defined MethTF based on different thresholds ([Supplementary Figure S5A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, TFs were divided into the following four categories according to the number of cancer types: non-sensitive TFs, cancer-specific MethTFs, moderate MethTFs and pan-cancer MethTFs (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Characterization of MethTFs in cancer. (**A**) Bar plots showing the number of TFs observed in different number of cancer types. Based on the number of cancer types, TFs were classified into the following four categories: non-sensitive TFs, cancer-specific MethTFs, moderate MethTFs and pan-cancer MethTFs. (**B**) The barplots in the left panel showing the proportion of MethTFs in different categories that were observed in the core regulatory network across cancer types. The box plots in the right panel showing the number of target genes for MethTFs in different categories. (**C**) Proportion of MethTFs in known cancer genes across the three MethTF categories. Known cancer genes were obtained from the Cancer Gene Census. (**D**) Proportion of differently expressed MethTFs in different number of cancer types. Different colors represent different number of cancer types in which MethTFs were differentially expressed.](gkaa041fig3){#F3}

Previous network analyses have revealed that a regulator with more regulated targets tends to locate in the central position of a network and plays important roles ([@B47],[@B50]). Thus, we calculated the degree of MethTFs, which was defined as the number of target genes they regulated in each cancer type. We found that pan-cancer MethTFs regulated more target genes than the other two categories (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, right panel). Moreover, pan-cancer MethTFs had a reasonably large number of target genes in many cancer types ([Supplementary Figure S5B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, there was a higher proportion of pan-cancer MethTFs participating in the MethTF core regulatory network, in which the target genes were also MethTFs (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, left panel and [Supplementary Figure S5C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These observations suggested that pan-cancer MethTFs tend to be affected by other MethTFs or DNA methylation of more target genes, implying their centricity in the DNA methylation-mediated transcriptional network. Moreover, we found that all of the MethTFs in the three categories were significantly enriched in known cancer genes. Particularly, pan-cancer MethTFs showed the highest proportion (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We obtained similar results based on the genome-wide association study (GWAS)-associated genes ([Supplementary Figure S5D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Moreover, abnormal biological processes in cancer were closely associated with perturbation of expression of related genes. We thus assessed whether MethTFs tend to differentially express in cancer. Notably, 88.97% of pan-cancer MethTFs exhibited differential expression across different cancer types (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S6A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, the direction of differential expression of many pan-cancer MethTFs was consistent ([Supplementary Figure S6B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To further investigate the roles of pan-cancer MethTFs, we selected those exhibiting differential expression in at least two cancer types. Their dysregulated target genes were used to perform functional enrichment analysis in cancer hallmark-associated GO terms (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These MethTFs were found to be enriched in two particular GO terms that were related to three cancer hallmarks: signal transduction and cell adhesion (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Signal transduction was related to two cancer hallmarks (self-sufficiency in growth signals and insensitivity to the antigrowth signal), while cell adhesion was related to tissue invasion and metastasis. These results demonstrated that pan-cancer MethTFs tend to disturb cancer hallmark-associated functions. One example was KLF4 in the C2H2 ZF family, which has been confirmed to suppress cell proliferation and cell cycle in many cancers, such as cancer of the colon ([@B51]), stomach ([@B52]), and lung ([@B53]). Previous studies have proved that KLF4 could bind to methylated or unmethylated CpG sites in a different sequence context based on independent domains ([@B21]). Here, we found that KLF4, as a known cancer gene, dysregulates number of genes mediated by DNA methylation, which were associated with many cancer hallmarks ([Supplementary Figure S7A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also observed decreased expression of KLF4 in many cancer types ([Supplementary Figure S7B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Another example was ETV4 in the Ets family, which regulates genes associated with the tissue invasion and metastasis hallmark ([Supplementary Figure S7C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, ETV4 showed increased expression in many cancer types ([Supplementary Figure S7D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), including colonic cancer, gastric cancer, and endometrial cancer. ETV4 has been found to be involved in the epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT) process that induces the invasive ability of tumor cells ([@B54],[@B55]) and its somatic mutations were found to be involved in the progression of colonic, gastric, endometrial, and squamous cell carcinomas ([@B56]). Therefore, all these results indicated the important roles of MethTFs, particularly pan-cancer MethTFs, in carcinogenesis, and they were mediated by DNA methylation.

![Function of MethTFs across cancer types. (**A**) Venn plot showing the overlap between pan-cancer MethTFs and those differently expressed in \>=2 cancer types. The heatmap in the right panel showing the function enrichment of MethTFs in cancer hallmarks. Each row represents a MethTF and each column represents a GO term. The color of the value represents the number of cancer types in which the MethTF was significantly enriched in the GO term. MethTFs were ranked based on the number of combinations between cancer types and GO terms. MethTFs in known cancer genes were labelled . (**B**) Proportion of co-function MethTF pairs in different GO terms related to 10 cancer hallmarks and cancer types. A *P*-value less than 0.05 (left panel) or 0.01 (right panel) are shown. (**C**) The distribution of tissue specificity scores for the three MethTF categories.](gkaa041fig4){#F4}

Tissue- or cell-type-specific expression of genes, including TFs, is often indicative of the corresponding specific roles in the physiological process or diseases ([@B57]). Thus, an entropy-based method ([@B58]) was applied to evaluate the tissue specificity score of each MethTF across 30 tissues from the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project. Compared with cancer-specific MethTFs, MethTFs in the other two categories exhibited a relatively low score of tissue specificity, although it was not significant (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, we assessed the enrichment of TF families among the three MethTF categories. We found that both Homeodomain and THAP finger TF families tend to be cancer specific ([Supplementary Figure S7E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which was consistent with the roles of TF members in these two TF families ([@B11],[@B12],[@B59]). On the other hand, the Ets family was enriched in the pan-cancer category ([Supplementary Figure S7E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), in which only one TF member ELF4 was not present in any cancer, and the remaining TF members were present in multiple cancer types ([Supplementary Figure S7F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Previous studies have reported that TF members in the Ets family were associated with different cancer types ([@B16]). Our results suggested that TF members in the Ets family tend to promote carcinogenesis in a methylation-dependent manner. Together, all these observations suggested that MethTFs have widespread effects on transcription regulation, particularly pan-cancer MethTFs, which play central roles in promoting carcinogenesis.

Pan-cancer MethTFs exhibit complex DNA methylation-mediated patterns in cancer {#SEC3-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is well known that TFs activate or repress the expression of target genes mainly depending on the local sequence and availability of cofactors ([@B60],[@B61]). DNA methylation can affect the binding of many TFs in a sophisticated manner to perturb the transcriptional regulation. To explore the pattern mediated by DNA methylation on transcriptional regulation in cancer, we classified all DMTDs into three major patterns, including attenuate, enhance and invert (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The enhance group represented increased MethTF's regulatory activity with the DNA methylation level of the target gene promoter going up, while the attenuate group represented decreased MethTF's regulatory activity and the invert group represented reversed MethTF's regulatory activity. For example, in BRCA, the regulatory activity of SNAI2 was enhanced by the DNA methylation level of the both RSPO3 and DNASE1L2 (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, DMTDs could be further classified into six patterns by considering the direction of regulatory activity and significance of SCC (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We observed that most cancer types (19/22) have higher proportions in a fine manner, but not the inverted regulatory activity (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, left panel). In addition, DNA methylation-mediated patterns of a MethTF were dependent on its target genes in different cancer types, such as SNAI2 in BRCA (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We further determined the DNA methylation-mediated pattern of a MethTF by summarizing the impact of all its related DMTDs in an individual cancer type or in a pan-cancer background (see details in Materials and Methods). Similarly, each MethTF was also classified into one of the following four patterns: attenuate, enhance, invert and multiple. Multiple pattern represents that the regulatory activity of a MethTF was affected by DNA methylation in two or three major patterns. We found that MethTFs with a multiple or enhance pattern exhibited a relatively high stability across 22 human cancer types ([Supplementary Figure S8A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, the majority of MethTFs were found to be affected by DNA methylation in multiple pattern either in several cancer types (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, middle panel) or in the pan-cancer background ([Supplementary Figure S8B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, left panel). The proportion of multiple pattern for pan-cancer MethTFs was even higher (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, right panel and [Supplementary Figure S8B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, right panel). These results demonstrated the complexity of the DNA methylation-mediated pattern of MethTF in cancer, which was a slightly more remarkable when focusing on pan-cancer MethTFs. Moreover, we found that the more the cancer types in which a MethTF was involved, the more complex was the pattern of the MethTF (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, left panel). We thus defined pan-cancer MethTFs with multiple pattern in a pan-cancer background as 'complex pan-cancer MethTFs'. Furthermore, we investigated the contribution of differential expression and known cancer genes to different patterns. We found that the contributions increased with the number of occurred cancer types (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, right panel and [Supplementary Figure S8C and D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Complex transcriptional regulatory pattern mediated by DNA methylation in cancer. (**A**) The model in the left panel showing the TF--gene perturbation patterns mediated by DNA methylation. It was classified into three major types (attenuate, enhance, invert), in which each pattern type was further divided into two subtypes (attenuated inhibition, attenuated activation; enhanced inhibition, enhanced activation; inverted inhibition, inverted activation). The table in the right panel showing the details for the definition of each pattern. (**B**) The proportion of DMTDs (left panel), all MethTFs (middle panel) and pan-cancer MethTFs (right panel) with different patterns across 22 human cancer types. Lines in different color represent distinct patterns. (**C**) Contribution of different patterns for MethTFs in different number of cancer types (left panel). Contribution of aberrant expression and known cancer genes to different patterns in the three MethTF categories (right panel). From the bottom to top, each cumulative bar plot represents the contribution of differentially expressed genes, differentially expressed known cancer genes, known cancer genes and other genes.](gkaa041fig5){#F5}

In addition, we explored the roles of MethTFs with different patterns by performing functional enrichment analysis via their target genes. We found that the three previous enriched cancer hallmarks were significantly enriched by all the patterns although with different enrichment level (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We also observed that KLF4 affected different cancer hallmarks through target genes in different patterns ([Supplementary Figure S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The regulatory activity of KLF4 was attenuated or inverted by DNA methylation in pan-cancer background. Many target genes with an attenuate or invert pattern controlled particularly two cancer hallmarks: insensitivity to antigrowth signals and tissue invasion and metastasis. Together, these results illustrated the complex impact of DNA methylation on the regulatory activity of MethTFs, particularly pan-cancer MethTFs, and they showed how the impact was delivered to contribute to carcinogenesis.

![Global overview of the pan-cancer MethTFs. The circos plot showing detailed information of pan-cancer MethTFs that were differentially expressed in at least two cancer types. From the outside to inside layers, the following information was included: patterns in the pan-cancer background, MethTF symbols, number of cancer types with differential expression, known cancer gene or not (red for known cancer gene), number of cancer types that observed the MethTF, patterns in individual cancer types, and enrichment of 10 cancer hallmarks. The orders of the cancer hallmarks are shown in the top right corner.](gkaa041fig6){#F6}

Pan-cancer MethTFs function in a combinational manner with prognostic potential {#SEC3-5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Researchers have found there are ∼1600 TFs in human genome ([@B49]) to control transcription of the whole genome, which contains tens of thousands of genes. The limited TFs are thought to control the expression of the larger gene sets in a combinational manner, in which multiple TFs collaborate to regulate individual genes. The above function analysis found that a biological process was regulated by multiple MethTFs (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that MethTFs might work cooperatively to promote carcinogenesis. Thus, we explored MethTF cooperativity mediated by DNA methylation based on the following two criteria: significantly sharing targets and enriched in at least one common function (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Totally, we identified 6156 MethTF cooperative pairs across 22 human cancer types, forming a complex cooperative network. Moreover, many cancer hallmarks were generally co-regulated by multiple MethTFs, particularly the three cancer hallmarks described above ([Supplementary Figures S10A and 4A, B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We further classified the cooperative mode of MethTF cooperative pairs into six modes based on the patterns of the corresponding two MethTFs. As shown in Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, the modes of cooperative MethTFs were complex, but there was a dominant mode in several cancer types. For example, the regulatory activity of cooperative MethTFs was mainly enhanced by DNA methylation of their co-targets in PAAD, whereas the attenuate mode was dominant in PCPG (Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). When focusing on cancer-related genes, such as pan-cancer MethTFs, known cancer genes, and differentially expressed MethTFs, we found that MethTFs tend to cooperate with other MethTFs in different modes (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S10B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, C). These results suggested that MethTFs, particularly pan-cancer MethTFs, tend to cooperatively regulate cancer hallmarks in complex patterns mediated by DNA methylation.

![MethTFs cooperativity mediated by DNA methylation in cancer. (**A**) A schematic graph showing the identification of a cooperative MethTF pair mediated by DNA methylation. Two criteria were used, sharing targets significantly (*P* \< 0.05) and both enriched at least one common BP GO term (*P* \< 0.05). (**B**) Proportion of cooperative MethTF pairs with different cooperativity modes across 22 human cancer types. (**C**) Fold enrichment between MethTFs belonging to the pan-cancer class, known cancer genes, or differentially expressed genes versus other MethTFs across 22 human cancer types. The last column was folds between the overlapped MethTFs among the three MethTF sets vs other MethTFs. (**D**) A survival-related MethTF cooperative module comprised 43 complex pan-cancer MethTFs. Known cancer genes were labelled in red. (**E**) The survival portrait of 43 complex pan-cancer MethTFs in the survival-related MethTF cooperative module. (**F**) Kaplan--Meier plot for TCGA patients with different risk scores in both the training and testing patient sets.](gkaa041fig7){#F7}

In addition, many studies have demonstrated the importance of methylation and transcriptional regulation in cancer prognosis. Thus, we further investigated the prognostic potential of the MethTF cooperative module comprised by 'complex pan-cancer MethTFs', which were differentially expressed in at least two cancer types. Similar to the previous method ([@B47]), we identified a survival-related MethTF cooperative module containing 43 complex pan-cancer MethTFs (Figure [7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). We found that 81.40% (35/43) of MethTFs cooperate in multiple cooperative modes to regulate multiple cancer hallmarks. They tended to locate at the center of the cooperative network while the remaining MethTFs controlling only one hallmark tended to locate at the margin of the cooperative work (Figure [7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, besides 12 MethTFs annotated in Cancer Gene Census, many other MethTFs have been reported to be associated with cancers. For example, E2F1 has been confirmed to function in tumor invasion and metastasis ([@B62]). We found that this module could stratify patients into distinct groups with significantly different survival times (Figure [7F](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, we found that there was higher proportion of survival-associated TFs in 43 complex pan-cancer MethTFs, when compared with either other pan-cancer MethTFs ([Supplementary Figure S11A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) or moderate and specific MethTFs using different cutoffs ([Supplementary Figure S11B--D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results suggest that these 'complex pan-cancer MethTFs were likely to be associated with patient survival. Collectively, our observations indicated the importance of the methylation-dependent combinatorial association among MethTFs in carcinogenesis and led to a promising clinical use of the MethTFs cooperative biomarkers.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

In this study, we have proposed a computational framework to identify DMTDs in cancer. Genome-wide DMTDs and MethTFs were identified across 22 human cancer types. The diversity of DMTDs and MethTFs demonstrated the existence of heterogeneity across different cancer types. The majority of DMTDs were cancer specific, while a larger number of MethTFs were common across cancer types. All TFs were divided into four categories and comparison analysis was performed between three MethTF categories. We revealed that pan-cancer MethTFs had vital functional characteristics. In addition, we dissected the patterns mediated by DNA methylation on the regulatory activity of MethTFs and we found that MethTFs were influenced in different patterns depending on the target genes. A considerable number of MethTFs were affected in multiple patterns, highlighting the complexity of DNA methylation mediated patterns. Moreover, we investigated MethTF cooperativity mediated by DNA methylation and we found a methylation-dependent combinational pattern for MethTFs to promote carcinogenesis with prognostic potential.

It is important to determine the TF--gene regulatory network before identifying the perturbations of DNA methylation-mediated transcriptional regulatory network. However, there is still no gold standard regulatory network across different cancer types. Evidence has shown that integration of regulator occupancies data and mRNA expression correlation can improve the methods for inferring gene regulatory network ([@B50],[@B65]). Thus, the first two steps of our method were used to identify the cancer context-specific TF--gene regulatory network. Next, we identified the DNA methylation-mediated TF--gene perturbations in each cancer. This process may overlook several cases of TF--gene pairs that showed no correlation in expression. Thus, we also provided the DNA methylation perturbed gene-regulatory network in each cancer by not considering the second step (downloaded from the website). These data provided a valuable resource for users who do not care much about the cancer specificity of gene regulatory networks. In the computational pipeline, we used the expression correlation changes to evaluate the TF--gene regulation perturbation. It is better to identify the differential binding TFs based on ChIP-Seq data. However, it is technically challenging to obtain these data from primary tumors, and they are currently unavailable for many cancer types. In contrast, gene expression data are more widely available for various types of cancer. With the development of biotechnology and increase in ChIP-Seq data in various cancers, we can extend this pipeline by using standard differential binding methods. Moreover, evidence has shown that cancer types with similar tissue origin or within the same system share multiple molecular characteristics ([@B38],[@B68]). To test this concept in the transcriptional regulation mediated by DNA methylation, a cancer-type-paired similarity score (measured by the Jaccard index) was calculated based on both DMTDs and MethTFs across 22 cancer types. As a result, we observed that cancer types with similar tissue origins (KIRC vs KIRP) or within the same system (COAD vs STAD) were more consistent ([Supplementary Figure S12A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Notably, Jaccard indices of DMTD from the same systems were significantly higher compared with DMTD from different systems (*P* = 0.013; [Supplementary Figure S12B--E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results suggested that cancer types with similar tissue origin or within the same system exhibited a similar transcriptional regulation mechanism mediated by DNA methylation.

Moreover, we identified a type of MethTFs, pan-cancer MethTFs, whose regulatory activity was affected by DNA methylation in multiple cancer types. These MethTFs were involved in more DMTDs and were commonly identified in various cancer types. In individual cancer types, the regulatory activity of these MethTFs was affected by DNA methylation of more target genes and these MethTFs were likely to affect or be affected by other MethTFs, reflecting the centrality of these MethTFs in the DNA methylation-mediated transcriptional network. In addition, we observed that three MethTF categories were enriched in known cancer genes and pan-cancer MethTFs had the highest proportion. Pan-cancer MethTFs tended to be differentially expressed in many cancer types. All these observations revealed the important roles of pan-cancer MethTFs in carcinogenesis. Furthermore, functional analysis indicated that these MethTFs were mainly involved in two functional pathways, signal transduction and cell adhesion, involved in the following three cancer hallmarks: self-sufficiency in the growth signal, insensitivity to the antigrowth signal, and tissue invasion and metastasis. We found that the patterns mediated by DNA methylation of MethTFs became more complex if the MethTFs occurred in more cancer types. We observed that MethTFs took part in different hallmarks depending on different target genes with distinct patterns mediated by DNA methylation. For example, the regulatory activity of KLF4 was attenuated by methylation of FBXO2 to regulate insensitivity to the antigrowth signal hallmark; while it was enhanced by methylation of CDH11 to regulate the tissue invasion and metastasis hallmark ([Supplementary Figure S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These observations provided a novel mechanism behind TF regulation mediated by DNA methylation in cancer, and deepens our understanding of how DNA methylation influenced transcriptional dysregulations to contribute to carcinogenesis.

The classical view was that methylation at CpG prohibited the recruitment of most TFs, but many recent studies have identified hundreds of TFs that preferred CpG-methylated sequences. Yin *et al.* used HT-SELEX to explore the impact of cytosine methylation on DNA binding specificities of TF in humans ([@B20]), confirming the pattern mediated by DNA methylation in many TFs in our work ([Supplementary Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, a considerable degree of difference exists, which may be explained by the following reasons: On one hand, Yin *et al.* carried on an in vitro study while our work was performed in a cancer background. On the other hand, our work was based on changes in regulatory activity of TF at varied methylation levels, identifying both the direct impact of DNA methylation on the MethTF's regulatory activity through interference with base recognition and the indirect impact through other known or unknown mechanisms. Furthermore, Yin *et al.* found that DNA bindings of the TF member in some TF families was likely to be inhibited or enhanced by mCpG, while in our work, the regulatory activity of TF members in different families was influenced by more complex patterns in a different cancer type ([Supplementary Figure S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To test whether a specific TF structural family has common DNA methylation-mediated transcriptional characteristics across different cancer types, we performed a comparison analysis. We observed that MethTF cooperative pairs in a same family, of which two MethTFs belonged to the same family, preferred to have similar pattern types compared with MethTF cooperativity pairs in different families and this was a non-random phenomenon across cancer types ([Supplementary Figure S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, we delineated a map on which TF members of 27 TF families preferred to have different methylation-mediated patterns across 22 cancer types by performing a hypergeometric analysis between TFs of a family and a pattern type ([Supplementary Figure S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These observations demonstrated that a specific TF structural family has common DNA methylation-mediated transcriptional characteristics across different cancer types.

In addition, we observed that several top-ranked biological processes were significantly enriched by MethTF cooperative pairs including many immune associated GO terms, which suggests the widespread perturbations of immune function in cancer ([Supplementary Figure S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Recently, immunotherapy has received the most attention in the field of cancer treatment, which has made pleasing progress. There are many immune-related genes ([@B69]) in our identified MethTFs, which could deepen our understanding of immunity in cancer from the perspective of the DNA methylation layer, and the immune-related MethTFs are provided in [Supplementary Table S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for researchers to perform further analysis. Finally, we stratified the cancer patients into distinct subgroups with different clinical characteristics based on our identified MethTF cooperative pairs across 22 human cancer types.

In summary, we systematically identified the perturbations of the transcription regulation mediated by DNA methylation across 22 human cancer types based on a computational framework. This study explored the impact of DNA methylation on the regulatory activity of TF and further investigated their contribution to carcinogenesis, thus providing a highly valuable resource for further investigation of the impact of DNA methylation on the transcription regulation and for deepening our understanding of carcinogenesis in epigenetic layer.
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